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After an ongoing day of debate and discussion, a vast majority of the Member States in General
Assembly 3 have united in solving different ways to ensure world immunization of Covid-19

It has been longer than a year since the Covid-19 pandemic struck globally, and Governments have been
making their best efforts to guarantee the vaccination and health of their citizens since. However, the
increasing competition on access to vaccines worldwide has left behind nations such as Zimbabwe and
Pakistan (Hegarty, 2020) who struggle to acquire and afford these, an issue which continues to gravely
impose a threat to their lives. Non-Governmental Organizations and foundations such as the COVAX
program are therefore attempting to improve this deplorable situation by ensuring the fair trade of
vaccines and distributing these equally among richer and poorer countries; According to BBC News, the
COVAX organization “hopes to deliver more than two billion doses to people in 190 countries in less than
a year” (BBC, 2021). Yet, the collaboration of nations worldwide is crucial in achieving these
objectives. Among the issues discussed in today’s session of Latin America Model United Nations, GA3
has openly debated the guaranteeing of universal access to COVID vaccines.

After much debriefing, the debate revolved
around a solid resolution presented by the
delegate of the Republic of Angola and
co-submitted by various nations, among
these the United Kingdom and the United
States of America. Among the proposed
clauses, Angola’s resolution urgently
encourages Member States to help increase
the number of available vaccines through
the COVAX program by working
alongside the World Health Organization
(WHO), creating mass media campaigns to
promote the full dose of the vaccine
amongst civilians and avoiding any financial barrier that prevents nations from safeguarding their citizens
from the virus. This resolution was voted by more than fifteen delegations in the committee, and strictly
defended by delegations such as Germany and Russia. Overall, Delegates have shown a keen interest in
dismantling this issue and have arrived at a resolution that proves that global solidarity is crucial at times
like these.
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